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Cosmopolitan memory seems in decline all across Europe. The transition of WWII memory from communicative to cultural memory has reduced attachment to the Holocaust narrative. In addition, the dynamics of digital media tend to fragment public discourse, allegedly creating self-serving echo chambers of political confirmation bias, on the one hand, and highly emotionized arenas of political confrontation, on the other, thus destabilizing the previous cosmopolitan consensus. This lecture will put these hypotheses to the test by analyzing the political discourse and memory regimes about migration that were distributed by Germany’s political parties via the web and their social media platforms in the spring of 2019. The analysis suggests that balkanization and historization of memory cultures might contribute to the malaise but that cosmopolitan memory has first and foremost fallen victim to its own contradictions and lack of democratic and emotional legitimacy. Moreover, the images and narratives of cosmopolitan memory have been coopted for the purpose of providing memory plausibility to the nationalistic project of ending immigration to Europe.
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